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Abstract: This paper attempts to explore the role of innovation networks in the new energy vehicle
industry from the perspective of evolution, by integrating of the overall network and the entities’
microscopic features and designing relative variables. Based on market orientation theory social
network analysis, the relationship between network location and technological niche and the role of
the network relationship strength was examined through empirical data of China’s 2009–2017 patents
for new energy vehicles. The results show that: (1) There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between
the central position and the technological niche “state” and “potential”; (2) There is an inverted
U-shaped relationship between the brokerage position and the entities’ technological niche “state”,
and the inverted U-shaped relationship with the technological niche “potential” is not significant;
(3) The overall relationship strength of the network modulates the inverted U relationship between
the central location and the technological niche. This paper opens up new ideas for the research
of the role of innovation networks. The research conclusions have important implications for the
management practice of new energy vehicle industries in China through collaborative networks to
achieve technological innovation.
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1. Introduction

Against the background of the shortage of international energy supply and the increasing demand
for environmental protection, the new energy vehicle (NEV) industry, which has the characteristics of
energy saving and environmental protection, is not only a key power for cultivating a new economic
growth point, but also an important driving force for the transformation and upgrade of the automobile
industry. Since 2001, China has introduced a series of policies to promote the development of new
energy vehicle industry, and raised it to a national strategy. Guided by policy, the new energy vehicle
industry is growing rapidly, and has great prospects.

Nevertheless, with respect to the constraints of a lack of resources, the vulnerability of emerging
industries, and a complex environment, technological innovation has become the inevitable choice
for the new energy vehicle industry to break through these limitations. Technological innovation
for new energy vehicles has two distinct characteristics: novelty and value. Novelty represents
new technology and its new achievements, and value is manifested by the realization of market
commercial value and the transformation from commercial value to social benefit [1]. These two
characteristics reflect the bridge function of the market throughout the whole process of technological
innovation [2]. The important role of the market indicates that technological innovation needs
to focus on market orientation, and new energy vehicle enterprises need to connect all kinds of
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entities in the market to broaden their own advantages [3]. It can be said that the close relationship
between market orientation and multi-entity collaboration is the main driving factor for technological
innovation [4]. Actually, entities have developed innovation networks comprising formal and
informal links [5], and taken advantage of the network effect to lead and drive the sustainable
development, transformation, and upgrading of the industry. China has formed a variety of innovation
networks, such as the National New Energy Vehicle Technological Innovation Collaborating Center,
the Intelligent New Energy Vehicle Collaborative Innovation Center, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei New
Energy Vehicle, and the Intelligent Network Alliance Automotive Collaborative Innovation Alliance.
Compared with the innovation networks of traditional industries, the new energy vehicle innovation
networks realize the integration of economic network, social network and innovation network.
These networks consist of diverse entities whose technical and economic relationships are closer and
more complex [6], and the technology transfer within networks is more frequent and the models are
flexible [7]. Meanwhile, they can form the basis of resource and knowledge interactions among multiple
innovation entities with mutually beneficial effects for technological integration and optimization,
thus accelerating the speed and efficiency of innovation for dealing with uncertainty and complexity [8].

However, there are many problems in the development of many innovation networks, especially
network failure caused by the lack of effective management. Therefore, regardless of the stage
in which innovation networks are, it is important to manage them effectively, and this directly
affects the development of the networks. Moreover, innovation networks depend on the entities
and the social environment in which the networks exist [9], and will show different characteristics in
different industries and industrial environments, and will also have different effects on the innovation
outputs [10]. As a result, in order to achieve effective management of new energy vehicle innovation
networks, it is necessary to clarify some questions. What are the characteristics of new energy vehicle
innovation networks? How do networks affect technological innovation? How does this influence
change in different situations?

Based on the above problems, we pay attention to the research on the innovation management
of new energy vehicles, and the research mainly includes three parts: innovation policy and policy
evaluation [11,12], innovation of the single factor (technological innovation, business model innovation,
etc.) [13–15], and innovation system [16,17]. In recent years, new energy vehicle innovation systems and
collaborative innovation have become hotspots, but whether building an innovation system or creating
a collaborative organization, the kinds of innovation entities and how they contact with each other are
key points, and all of these are basic characteristics of innovation networks. Hence, it is necessary to
analyze the mechanism of innovation from the perspective of networks. Currently, the research on new
energy vehicle networks is mainly focused on three aspects: network structure, network governance
and network evolution. For example, based on collaborative innovation theory, Liu et al. analyzed
some new innovative technologies and constructed a framework based on five stages of Yutong’s
collaborative innovation, and they summarized the role of “government–industry–university–research
institution” in the process of innovation strategy [18]. Sun et al. took the top 38 organizations with the
greatest number of NEV-related patents as study targets and analyzed the cooperative networks based
on social network analysis. They thought that the network developed well with a growing density
of the network, stable structure and many subgroups [19]. Liu et al. provided a multidimensional
evaluation model for selecting the developing direction of new energy vehicles, and they found that
China should obey the line of “oil-electric hybrid, pure electric, improved hybrid hydrogen fuel cell
(hydrogen power), rechargeable hybrid” [20]. By using a simulation method, Chen et al. held that the
clustering structure and betweenness significantly influenced the anti-risk capacity of the new energy
vehicle innovation network in northeast China [21]. In a word, the research provides an important
foundation for analyzing the characteristics of new energy vehicle innovation networks, and is helpful
for understanding the characteristics of the industrial situation. However, the research is still relatively
sparse, with research on the influence of innovation network on technological innovation in new
energy vehicles, in particular, still being relatively lacking.
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The new energy vehicle industry has all the characteristics of an emerging industry, such that
research on the relationship between innovation networks and technological innovation in emerging
industries will be beneficial to the new energy vehicle industry. Furthermore, the development
mechanism of emerging industry networks has been confirmed by many innovation practices and related
theoretical studies to be conducive to aggregating innovation resources, promoting the transformation
of scientific and technological achievements, and improving innovation efficiency [22–25]. Although
research on the impact of innovation networks on technological innovation in emerging industries has
received much attention, it has been found through the relevant literature that existing studies have the
following deficiencies.

First, the existing research presents divergent views. For example, network closure theory
considers that high-density networks help to form cooperation norms, create a climate of trust,
and promote product development [26], while structural hole theory asserts that sparse, high-span
networks provide diverse information to promote the formation of innovative ideas [27]. In response
to these competing ideas, some scholars have proposed that different network structures play different
roles at different stages of technological innovation [28]. Focusing on the time dimension is an
important breakthrough point in explaining the value of innovation networks [29].

Second, the influence of borders is not yet clear. Innovation networks are regarded as an important
way to surpass organizational boundaries and acquire heterogeneous resources [30]. They can
also be a catch-up approach for latecomers to acquire strategic resources and lock-in technological
breakthroughs [31]. However, many existing studies have explored the impact of the overall network
on technological innovation in terms of its structural characteristics [32–34], ignoring the different
positions each entity occupies in an intricate technological innovation network. The entities at different
network positions have different abilities to absorb and transform network technology spillovers; they
also hold different abilities with respect to influence [35]. Existing research generally considers that the
dominant entities, who occupy advantageous network positions, can better collect and process new
technological knowledge and can better control network resources [36,37]. However, less consideration
has been given to the moderating effect of the characteristics of the whole network, which causes the
entity to have a close relationship with others within the network and distinguishes this network from
others [38]. Integrating the overall network and the micro-characteristics of the entities to further
explain the role of the innovation network is a necessary consideration for future research.

Third, the design of variables needs to be improved. Technological innovation is often regarded
as an absolute result [39]. However, many studies on innovation and its various forms, such
as technological innovation performance, technological innovation capability, product research
and development, and exploratory innovation, have demonstrated the effectiveness of innovation
networks as a better variable for technological innovation [40–42]. Yet, innovation network is a
relative concept. From a vertical perspective, an innovation network is an ever-evolving organic
system—its basic nature is constantly and dynamically developing [43]. From a horizontal perspective,
the micro-characteristics of specific network locations are a manifestation of the status of each
innovation entity [44], representing the relative capabilities of various entities to innovate [45].
Therefore, both absolute and result-oriented explained variables are clearly unsuitable for the dynamic
development of relative explanatory variables.

In view of the above deficiencies, this paper uses market orientation and social network analysis
(SNA) as a theoretical basis to build China’s new energy vehicle innovation network through
patent data, comprehensively considering the time dimension and cross-section dimension of the
innovative network, and showing the combination of static and dynamic characteristics of the network.
Then, empirical methods are used to study the evolution of each entity’s network position on their
technological niche and the changeable influence on the overall network. Through this analysis,
the role of the new energy vehicle industry innovation networks in technological innovation is
revealed. The next two sections introduce the theoretical basis and provide the hypothesis about the
relationship between network position and the technological niche. Section 4 focuses on the methods
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and data, and Section 5 looks at the empirical results for the innovation network position’s influence
on the technological niche. The remaining two sections are mainly conclusions, policy implications
and contributions and limitations.

2. Theoretical Basis

2.1. Market Orientation Theory

Market orientation theory is the cornerstone of strategic marketing and strategic management, and
is also the prerequisite for realizing competitive advantage and providing unique value to customers.
In the late 1980s, market orientation began to appear in the literature, and it was interpreted narrowly
to adapt to existing consumer preferences or market structures through the adjustment of product [46].
In the 1990s, scholars gradually put forward the definition of market orientation from the perspectives
of “culture” [47] and “behavior” [44]. Of these, the behavioral perspective provides the basis for
explaining the connections among market entities with respect to market orientation. Jaworski and
Kohli deepened the definition of market orientation on the basis of a systematic review of the research.
They thought that market orientation was a form of innovative behavior, and it included the generation
and internalization of market information coming from customers and competitors, as well as active
and passive responses to market information [48]. It can be seen that market orientation is a guidance
incentive that is based on the market demand and transformation efficiency. The driving effect
of technological innovation is produced by the combination of customers, competitors and other
entities [49]. Therefore, combining market orientation and multi-entity collaboration can form the
basis of a “multi-entity collaboration–technological innovation” paradigm that is based on market
orientation. Moreover, technological innovation is not static in this paradigm, and is a dynamic process
that changes with the changes in the collaborative relationship among the main entities.

Under the guidance of market orientation, according to the dynamic characteristics of technological
innovation, this paper introduces the concept of the technological niche to represent the technological
innovation of new energy vehicles. The technological niche (or innovation niche) represents the protection
space in an emerging technology’s innovation and development [50]. Technological niche represents
the ability of an entity to adapt a technology to the external environment. It is also a manifestation
of the entity’s technological competitiveness. This is a relative and continually evolving concept that
can be evaluated in terms of the ecostate and the ecorole of the technological niche. The ecostate of a
technological niche is the result of the accumulation of past learning and is a quantitative expression of
innovation ability. The ecorole of a technological niche is the influence and power of the innovation entity
on the environment and is a manifestation of an entity’s potential to innovate.

2.2. Social Network Analysis and Network Position

Social network analysis is a theoretical method that integrates multiple disciplines to study
the relationship between actors. By focusing on the overall structural and functional interactions
between actors and the process of change, social network analysis reveals the influence of a network
structure on individuals and groups [51]. After decades of development, social network analysis has
become the theory that underpins network structures, as well as the hypotheses of weak relationship
strength and strong relationship theory, embeddedness theory, structural hole theory, and social capital
theory. In addition, compared with other theories, the significance of social network analysis lies in
its definition of the “connection”: it can not only explain the process of social mechanisms, but also
emphasizes the interaction between nodes from the perspective of the overall network [52]. It is very
suitable for research into innovation and the solving of technical difficulties in new energy vehicles.

An entity’s network position is an important variable in network embedding theory, which
refers to an individual’s position in the social network. This is the result of the relationship
between an individual and other network members, and can be used to describe an individual’s
access to resources [53]. Two forms of this variable have been widely studied by the academic
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community—central position and brokerage position—because they best reflect the impact of network
position on innovation performance [36]. Central positions refer to individuals with many relationships
to others in the network. The more connected their network nodes, the stronger their centrality.
Brokerage positions describe the diversity of the network connections, which serve as a bridge between
two disconnected nodes.

Generally speaking, the crossing and integration of market orientation theory and social network
analysis have opened up research perspectives on the relationship between innovation network
location and technological innovation. Market orientation theory broadens the perspective for the
purposes of analyzing technological innovation in the new energy vehicle industry. Social network
analysis provides a tool for understanding the location of new energy vehicles within the innovation
network, while the introduction of the concept of the technological niche relates to characteristics
of technological innovation as emphasized by market orientation theory. Based on these theories,
we use two types of network position (central position and brokerage position) as the explanatory
variables, and technological niche (the ecostate and ecorole of a technological niche) as the explained
variables to analyze the evolution and utility of China’s new energy vehicle innovation network.
Additionally, we use tie strength as a representation of the overall network to reveal the moderating
effects of the overall network characteristics.

3. Hypothesis Development

3.1. Central Position and Technological Niche

A central position is a hub within the network. The more an entity is connected to the network,
the stronger the centrality of its position. An entity that is central has obvious information superiority,
but it also has superiority of authority. A great deal of important information needs to pass through
the hub [54], so a central position is more conducive to owning and mobilizing resources. As Podolny
puts it, network connections are both pipes for information and a prism of the differences between
each entity’s actions [55]. A central entity is more likely to acquire external information and resources,
identify opportunities for innovation, and learn from knowledge [56]. Hence, information superiority
improves an entity’s capability for technological innovation [55]. Moreover, the Matthew effect lends
higher authority and prestige to the central entity [57]. These entities typically find it easier to gain the
trust and support of other entities [58], and are more likely to dominate the development of uniform
rules and standards [59]. Hence, authority advantage becomes a means for achieving technological
innovation competitiveness. Therefore, a central position is conducive to making full use of a network’s
resources, which can help to promote the capability for technological innovation and competitiveness.

However, being too close to the center can also have a negative effect. Some scholars believe
that being closer to the center limits innovation through the ‘homogeneous effect of the established
framework’ [60]. The less feasible it is to practice breakthrough innovation, given established and
embedded thinking, the more easily an entity’s ability to innovate can be constrained by its own
reputation and network standards. In addition to the negative influence of authority advantage, it may
be impossible for an entity to receive all information due to limits on the capacity of an organization
to absorb knowledge. Furthermore, information redundancy tends to increase the difficulty and
cost of resource screening [61], which, in turn, reduces the efficiency of technological innovation.
Such circumstances are not conducive to integrating the technology resources within a network, nor to
expanding technological niche [62]. In summary, the following assumptions are made:

H1a. The central network position has an inverse U-shaped relationship with the ecostate of the technological niche.

H1b. The central network position has an inverse U-shaped relationship with the ecorole of the technological niche.
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3.2. Brokerage Position and Technological Niche

Brokerage positions form the bridges of a network, and serve to transmit information and
resources between two nodes that are not directly connected. An innovation entity in a brokerage
position has significant advantages in terms of ‘integration’ and ‘control’. Because the entities in
brokerage positions have more opportunity to access heterogeneous resources, scarce knowledge [63],
and dynamic and non-redundant information in a time-efficient way [64], they can effectively reduce
invalid connections between nodes. This means they can acquire, absorb, and integrate required
external resources more quickly and efficiently. Relying on integration advantages to carry out
technological innovation activities is conducive to expanding technological niches. Furthermore,
acting as a bridge for a disconnected node provides opportunities to control information and
resources [65], increasing that entity’s network rights [66]. Relying on control advantages increases
competitiveness in technological innovation. Therefore, a brokerage position is conducive to
the integration and control of network resources and improves the entity’s capability for, and
competitiveness within, technological innovation.

However, having integration and control advantage without actually being a brokerage may
be more favorable. Hannah et al. point out that a brokerage position is negatively related to the
degree of trust [67]. Exercising integration advantage and control advantage can easily be seen as
opportunistic behavior by other nodes, which hinders the cultivation of trust and resource sharing
between the entities. Therefore, other network members may not be conducive to the entity acquiring
and absorbing external knowledge for technological innovation.

In summary, the following assumptions are made:

H2a. An inverted U-shaped relationship exists between the brokerage network position and the ecostate of the
technological niche.

H2b. An inverted U-shaped relationship exists between the brokerage network position and the ecorole of the
technological niche.

3.3. The Moderating Effect of Tie Strength

The information superiority and authority superiority associated with the central position, and the
integration advantages and control advantages associated with the brokerage position, have both
positive and negative effects on technological innovation. This process is affected by the innovation
entity, the overall network, the other network members, and so on. Among these factors, the overall
network is the systemic environment of the main activities in innovation. Although research has the
potential to provide a better understanding of how to use innovation networks effectively and could
help to guide an innovation entity when participating in an innovation network, current research in
this area is quite limited. Hence, the influence of the overall network characteristics on the role of
network position should be studied. The influence of the overall network characteristics on the role of
network position should be studied. An important dimension for describing the characteristics of an
overall network is the strength of the relationship between the members of the network, namely tie
strength. Granovetter defines tie strength as a set of concepts consisting of four dimensions: contact
duration and frequency, emotional strength, mutual trust, and reciprocity [68]. He proposes that
the relationships between nodes will form with different strengths, and that the strength of these
relationships will affect inter-information flow, trust building, and knowledge creation between the
nodes. To expand this notion, we assert that an inverse U-shaped relationship between network
position and technological niche will amplify the tie strength and, in turn, the positive and negative
effects that network position may have.

In the process of an entity’s development from a low to a medium level of centrality, the positive
effects of information and authority superiority will become more obvious if the overall network has
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a higher intensity. First, because frequent interaction between nodes helps central positions gather
richer information and more resources [69], which helps in constantly expanding a technological
niche. In addition, second, because close contact between nodes helps to form trust and norms
across the network [70], authoritative superiority is more prominent. However, once the centrality
of a position exceeds a certain critical point, tie strength will aggravate the negative impacts of both
information and authority superiority. These negative effects can be attributed to several causes.
The resulting increase in information puts higher requirements on the absorptive capacity of the
innovation entity [71], which means the costs and difficulties associated with information redundancy
will also increase. Furthermore, the risks associated with resource integration and efficient innovation
will also increase. In addition, higher authority tends to force the central position to solidify existing
norms, while reducing the motivation for innovation. Suppressing innovative thinking ultimately
leads to further reductions in the quality of the knowledge and resources acquired.

Similarly, if the tie strength is high, the positive effects of integration and control advantage
will become more obvious as an entity develops from a low to a medium brokerage position.
The bridge function these entities play consequently strengthens, making it easier to access and
learn knowledge and non-redundant information. The result is a better integration of resources [72],
and the development of technological niches is therefore accelerated. Brokerage positions become more
important to the network because the need for bridging nodes to connect detached entities becomes
more urgent. Hence, the network rights of brokerage positions naturally grow. This ability to control
network prompts intermediaries to achieve technological innovation faster. However, as with central
positions, once the level of the brokerage position exceeds a certain critical point, the tie strength
also increases the unfairness of their integration and control advantages to other entities. This often
results in a confidence crisis for the brokerage positions and intensifies their difficulties with resource
integration and improving innovation capabilities.

In summary, the following assumptions are made:

H3a. The tie strength moderates the inverted U-shape relationship between the central network position and
the ecostate of the technological niche. When the tie strength is great, the upward and downward trends of the
inverted U-shaped curve will be steeper.

H3b. The tie strength moderates the inverted U-shaped relationship between the central network position and
the ecorole of the technological niche. When the tie strength is great, the upward and downward trends of the
inverted U-shaped curve will be steeper.

H4a. The tie strength moderates the inverted U-shaped relationship between the brokerage network position and
the ecostate of the technological niche. When the tie strength is great, the upward and downward trends of the
inverted U-shaped curve will be steeper.

H4b. The tie strength moderates the inverted U-shaped relationship between the brokerage network position and
the ecorole of the technological niche. When the tie strength is great, the upward and downward trends of the
inverted U-shaped curve will be steeper.

A conceptual model of network positions, relationship strength, and technological niche was
constructed based on the above theoretical analysis and proposed hypotheses, as shown in Figure 1.
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4. Methods

4.1. Data Collection and Processing

Patents are important indicators for measuring the level of technological innovation in new energy
vehicle industries, and because of their availability and objectivity, they have been widely adopted
as data by scholars. Hence, patent data has been used in this study to build a new energy vehicle
innovation network in China, including the design of research variables.

To ensure reliability and completeness, the data was collected using a full-text database of Chinese
patents, which provides the latest patent-related documents, along with scientific and technological
achievements and standards. Such information fully explains the background of the patent, the latest
developments, and the development trends in related fields. Appearance design and technological
inventions are very important to the automobile industry, so we not only collected invention patents,
but also appearance patents to construct a more complete innovation network. Therefore, all three
types of patent data were selected: invention patents, utility model patents, and design patents.
Using a combined keyword search, our search formula was ‘electric car or new energy car or hybrid
car or fuel cell car’. The data range was 2009–2017. Because this paper deals with innovation networks
at the organizational level, it is necessary to distinguish the nature of the applicant, and we only
retain joint application information between organizations and clean joint application information
among individuals, as well as between individuals and organizations. After basic data cleaning, which
included removing the applicant’s personal data, 3145 documents were collected, involving a total of
841 innovation entities.

Patents are the result of continued cooperation between innovation entities. In addition, there is
often a time lag between when a patent is granted and its innovation results. Therefore, the patents
jointly filed in a single year cannot truly represent an innovation network. To solve this problem,
Deeds and Hill proposed that innovative inter-subject cooperation lasts for an average of 3.47 years [73].
Drawing on these findings, and based on social network analysis, Ucinet 6.186 software was used to
build an innovation network with a window of three years per roll. That is, each annual innovation
network comprises joint patents for the current year, the previous year, and the year after. Figure 2
illustrates China’s new energy vehicle innovation network in 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016. We can
see development trends in networks’ characteristics: the scale of the network continues to expand,
the number of innovation entities continues to increase, the network connections are continuously
intensive, and cooperation between innovation entities increases dramatically.
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At the same time, the data show that the network location of the innovation entities also changes
constantly. The network is a multi-core organization, and the network structure evolves from a loose
and simple type to a compact and complex type. On the one hand, the centrality of the new energy
vehicle innovation network decreases each year. This indicates that with the increasing number of
innovation entities in the network, the influence of individual entity will be weakened, and thus the
degree of heterogeneity of resource allocation in the network is reduced, and the flow and sharing
of resources is facilitated. On the other hand, the bridge function played by these entities gradually
increases in the new energy vehicle industry, and this may lead to a small world effect, which can realize
the transmission and re-creation of the knowledge and enhance the effect of technology diffusion from
the new entities to the existing network entities. The innovation network in the new energy vehicle
industry can gradually form a lot of groups, such as the group which is dominated by State Grid,
the group led by Tsinghua University, and the group which is mainly composed of Zhejiang Geely
Holding Group Co., Ltd., and its subsidiary. The emergence of these “small worlds” is beneficial to
dispersing the leading role of individual entities, promoting technology diffusion and complementary
advantages among different entities. Moreover, the diversity and richness of groups will avoid the
emergence of a polarization effect in the process of gathering innovative resources in the new energy
vehicle industry. We also find a diversity of cooperation types among the entities, including knowledge
chain, industry chain, and space chain, and these types can be used simultaneously.

4.2. Measurement

4.2.1. Dependent Variable: Technological Niche’s Ecostate and Ecorole

A technological niche’s ecostate (TNS) is measured by the number of approved patents in the
node that year. To reflect the evolution of the technological niche’s ecorole, we set the year when the
node i was first patented as the base period j. The technological niche ecorole (TNR) was measured by
the ratio of the number of authorized patents and base-period patents in a given year to the number
of patents in the base period. The formula is as follows, where Nik and Nij represent the number of
patents for the node in the current year and the base period, respectively.

TNRi = (Nik − Nij)/Nij * 100% (1)

4.2.2. Independent Variable

Central position
Centrality is a measure of the node’s rights within the network. It quantifies the centrality of the

nodes in the network. The degree of centrality is the most commonly used and most intuitive indicator,
and is relatively simple. Hence, the degree of centrality measurement was chosen for this analysis,
that is, the number of other nodes directly connected to a given node. To compare the level of centrality
for nodes over different time periods, we rely on the relative degree centrality (CRD), which is the ratio
of the centrality of the node i to the maximum possible centrality of the network. The formula follows,
where C(i) represents the degree of the node i and n refers to the scale of the network.
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CRD(i) = C(i)/(n − 1) (2)

The effective scale is used to measure the level of brokerage position. The effective scale is the
size of a single node in the network minus the overall network redundancy. This reflects the effective
degree of a node as a bridge in the network. The formula follows, where SH(i) represents the brokerage
position index of the node i, j represents the node that node i is connected to, and q represents the
nodes other than nodes i and j in the overall network. Let Piq represent the proportion of a node i that
has an invested relationship in node q. Let Mjq represent the marginal strength of the relationship
between node j and q (which is equal to the value of the relationship between j and q to be divided
by the maximum value between j and the relationships between other points). PiqMjq represents the
redundancy between node i and node j.

SH(i) = ∑
j
(1−∑

q
Piq Mjq), q 6= i, j (3)

4.2.3. Moderating Variable

Tie strength
Tie strength (TS) describes the closeness of cooperation between two nodes and is measured by

the ratio of the number of connections to the number of degrees, that is, the average number of times
the node cooperates with other nodes. The number of connections is expressed by the number of
patents for joint inventions. The formula follows, where TS(i) is the tie strength between node i and
the other nodes, and T(i) represents the number of times the node is connected to other nodes.

TS(i) = T(i)/C(i) (4)

4.2.4. Control Variable

The level of technological innovation is influenced by many factors. In addition to the cooperation
network, the innovation input of the entity is crucial. On the basis of strategic niche management,
the technology resource category (TRC) is the control variable. Using Lerner’s measurement method,
the first four categories of patent classifications were used to characterize the types of technological
resources for innovation [74].

5. Results

Since technological niche’s ecorole is measured by patent growth rates, only the entities that
have jointly applied for patents can be included in the scope of the observations for at least two
years from 2009 to 2017. Therefore, hypothesis testing on the technological niche’s ecostate and
ecorole were conducted: the research into the technological niche’s ecostate involved 276 subjects and
921 observations; and the analysis of technological niche’s ecorole involved a total of 137 subjects with
601 observations. Taking the evolution of the innovation network into account, along with the entering
and withdrawing nodes, the resulting data formed an unbalanced panel. Eviews 6.0 software was used
to perform a regression analysis on the data. Firstly, descriptive statistics and correlation analysis of
variables were performed to determine whether there was a correlation between the variables, and this
was the foundation of the regression analysis. Secondly, the regression models were chosen. An F-test,
BP test, and a Hausman test were performed with appropriate regression models. The F-test compared
a fixed-effects model with a mixed-effects model. The BP test compared a random-effects model with a
mixed-effects model. In addition, the Hausman test was used to compare a fixed-effects model with a
random-effects model. Consequently, technological niche’s ecostate was analyzed using a mixed-effects
model, and technological niche’s ecorole was analyzed using a fixed-effects model. Thirdly, we used
the least squares method to deal with the models, and tested the main effect and moderating effect
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progressively. Moreover, to avoid multicollinearity in the model, the squared term of the variable was
centered, and the inflation factor (VIF) was used to judge whether harmful multicollinearity existed
between the variables.

5.1. Network Position, Tie Strength, and Technological Niche’s Ecostate

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics and correlation analysis of the variables, which indicates a
significant correlation. In the regression analysis of the network positions and the technological niche’s
ecostate, the nonlinear main effects of the central position, the brokerage position, and the moderating
effects of the tie strength were separately verified. The regression results are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients for the analysis of technological niche’s ecostate.

MEAN Standard
Deviation TNS TRC CRD SH TS

TNS 2.641 7.597 1.000
TRC 1.842 1.834 0.792 *** 1.000
CRD 0.715 2.521 0.269 *** 0.208 *** 1.000
SH 1.489 4.850 0.400 *** 0.293 *** 0.307 *** 1.000
TS 1.105 1.842 0.322 *** 0.124 *** 0.112 *** 0.074 *** 1.000

Note: n = 276, observations 921, *** p < 0.01.

Table 2. Hybrid effects model of network position, tie strength, and technological niche’s ecostate.

Variable
Central Position Brokerage Position

Main Effect Moderating Effect Main Effect Moderating Effect

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

C 0.496 *** 0.389 *** 0.321 *** 0.260 *** 0.216 *** 0.174 ***
TRC 0.146 *** 0.197 *** 0.086 *** 0.168 *** 0.155 *** 0.131 ***
CRD 0.078 0.081 0.077 −0.074
CRD2 −0.192 *** −0.115 ** −0.139 **

SH 0.057 *** 0.078 0.061
SH2 −0.090 *** −0.102 −0.192
TS 0.019 ** 0.021 * 0.049 0.116

CRD* TS 0.042 **
CRD2* TS −0.036 ***
SH * TS 0.035
SH2 * TS −0.043

F test 0.680 0.650 0.670 0.250 0.220 0.270
Hausmantest 23.600 *** 32.160 *** 19.240 *** 4.550 ** 36.900 *** 12.950 **

Adj-R2 0.686 0.695 0.721 0.636 0.703 0.742
VIFmaximum 1.170 1.040 1.210 1.690 1.380 1.920

Note: n = 276, observations 921, significance is based on a robust standard deviation, * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

As shown in Table 2, Models 1–6 rejected the F-test and passed the Hausman test. Therefore, we used
a mixed-effects model for the empirical testing of the technological niche’s ecostate in the regression
analysis. The maximum VIF of each model was less than 10, indicating no multicollinearity.
After adjustment, R2 showed that the data fit well with the model. Therefore, the model regression
results are valid.

Model 1 was used to examine the nonlinear influence of the central position on the technological
niche’s ecostate. The quadratic coefficient was negative, passing the significance test to prove an inverse
U-shaped relationship between the two, which supports Hypothesis 1a. Models 2 and 3 were used to
test the effect of the tie strength on changes in the relationship between the central position and the
ecostate of the technological niche. The coefficient passed the significance test, proving its regulatory
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role, which supports Hypothesis 3a. Model 4 was used to test the impact of the brokerage position
on the technological niche’s ecostate. The quadratic coefficient was negative, passing the significance
test to prove an inverted U-shaped relationship between the two, which supports Hypothesis 2a.
Models 5 and 6 were used to examine the moderating effect of tie strength on the relationships between
the brokerage position and the technological niche’s ecostate. These coefficients did not pass the
significance test, and therefore do not support the moderating role described in Hypothesis 4a.

In addition, a further hierarchical regression analysis was conducted based on Zheng and Yang’s
method for verifying high and low levels [75]. The results show that the interaction terms are significant
(r = −0.031, p < 0.01) and low in the case of high tie strength. In the case of tie strength, the interaction
terms are significant (r = −0.118, p < 0.01), which further supports Hypothesis 3a. The influence of the
central position on the ecostate of the technological niche at different tie strength levels is shown in
Figure 3.
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5.2. Network Position, Tie Strength, and Technological Niche’s Ecorole

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics and correlation analysis of the variables for the analysis of
network position and technological niche’s ecorole. Table 4 lists the regression results to verify the
non-linear main effects of brokerage locations and the tie strength moderating effects.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients for the analysis of technological niche’s ecorole.

Mean Standard Deviation TNR TRC CRD SH TS

TNR 1.466 3.090 1.000
TRC 2.757 2.868 0.698 *** 1.000
CRD 0.597 1.874 0.258 *** 0.445 *** 1.000
SH 2.598 7.253 0.324 *** 0.613 *** 0.733 *** 1.000
TS 2.365 2.050 0.606 *** 0.534 *** 0.102 *** 0.491 ** 1.000

Note: n = 134, observations 645, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

As shown in Table 4, Models 1–6 passed the F-test and Hausman’s test, indicating that the
fixed-effects model is superior to both the mixed-effects model and the random-effects model.
Therefore, we used the fixed-effects model to analyze the technological niche’s ecorole. The maximum
VIF of each model was less than 10, indicating no multicollinearity. After adjustment, R2 also proved
the degree of fit of the model. Therefore, the model regression results are valid.

In the empirical analysis of the central position, the quadratic coefficient of Model 1 was negative
and passed the significance test when examining the nonlinear influence of the central position on the
technological niche’s ecorole. Therefore, Hypothesis 1b is verified (as shown in Figure 4). Models 2 and
3 were used to test the moderating effect of the tie strength. The coefficients passed the significance
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test, suggesting that Hypothesis 3b is supported. In the empirical analysis of the brokerage position,
the coefficients of Models 4, 5, and 6 did not pass the significance test of p < 0.01. Assuming that
Hypothesis 2b was only partially supported, the moderating effect of tie strength was not verified;
therefore, Hypothesis 4b is not supported.

Table 4. Fixed-effects model for network position, tie strength, and technological niche’s ecorole.

Variable
Central Position Brokerage Position

Main Effect Moderating Effect Main Effect Moderating Effect

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

C −2.946 *** −0.511 *** −0.626 *** −0.916 *** −1.104 *** −1.496 ***
TRC 0.821 *** 0.702 *** 0.659 *** 0.566 *** 0.508 *** 0.528 ***
CRD 0.073 * 0.092 ** 0.083 * −0.074
CRD2 −0.140 *** −0.175 ** −0.157 *

SH 0.017 * 0.035 * 0.041 *
SH2 −0.024 * −0. 082 * −0.0792 *
TS 0.137 * 0.113 * 0.049 * 0.116 **

CRD* TS 0.042 **
CRD2* TS −0.082 ***
SH * TS 0.072
SH2 * TS −0.029

F test 2.390 *** 2.680 *** 2.430 *** 2.560 *** 2.270 *** 2.600 ***
Hausmantest 15.610 *** 19.380 *** 14.270 *** 28.480 *** 32.580 *** 15.620 ***

Adj-R2 0.549 0.608 0.578 0.419 0.559 0.500
VIF maximum 1.910 3.010 3.410 1.600 1.400 2.540

Note: n = 137, observations 601, significance is based on a robust standard deviation, * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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6. Conclusion, Discussion and Recommendation

6.1. Conclusion and Discussion

This paper attempts to explore the role of innovation networks in new energy vehicle industries
from the perspective of market orientation, the integration of the overall network, and an entity’s
microscopic features, including the design of relative variables. Our empirical analysis, taking China’s
new energy vehicle industry as an example, reveals the relationship between network position,
tie strength, and technological niche through tests of several proposed hypotheses; specificaly, that the
relationship between network position and technological niche is an inverted U-shape, and that tie
strength may play a role in moderating inverted U-shaped relationships.

An inverted U-shaped relationship exists between the central position and the technological
niche’s ecostate and ecorole. The positive and negative influences of the information superiority and
authority superiority further illustrate the influence of the central position on technological innovation.
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An inverted U-shaped relationship also exists between the brokerage position and the technological
niche’s ecostate. The integration advantage and control advantage have both positive and negative
effects on technological innovation. However, the hypothesis that an inverse U-shaped relationship
exists between the brokerage position and the technological niche’s ecorole did not pass the significance
test. The tie strength of the network alters the inverted U-shaped relationship between the central
position and the technological niche. This illustrates the boundary at which the advantage of holding
a central position plays a role. However, changes in the brokerage position did not pass verification,
which further shows that the relationship between the brokerage position and technological innovation
needs further discussion. This study opens up new ideas for study into the role of innovation networks
and provides useful references for various entities to participate in an innovation network.

According to the conclusion, we find two important characteristics of the new energy vehicle
innovation network. First of all, the innovation entities in the central position and the brokerage
position in the new energy vehicle innovation network is not corresponding. The central position
is dominated by enterprises, such as the State Grid, and Zhejiang Geely Holding Group Co.,
Ltd., while high levels of brokerage position are mostly found in universities, such as Tsinghua
University and Beijing Institute of Technology. The non-profit nature of these entities largely
nullifies the phenomenon of opportunism and is less likely to result in distrust by other entities.
Therefore, the negative impacts of holding a brokerage position in the development of technological
innovation were not obvious. Meanwhile, loose coupling is an important feature of the new energy
vehicle innovation network. The results show that the moderating effect of the tie strength of the
network is not consistent between two relationships: the central position and the technological niche,
and the intermediate position and the technological niche. This indicates that the new energy vehicle
innovation network exhibits loose coupling characteristics. On the one hand, though the function
of the network is scattered among the main entities, it does not lose its core function; on the other
hand, innovation entities do not lose their characteristics, despite their fusion within the network.
Therefore, when participating in the innovative network, each entity should pay attention to adjusting
the relationship with other entities in time to give full play to the network effect.

6.2. Recommendations

The entities in the innovation network of the new energy vehicle industry are rich and diverse.
However, how can different entities give full play to the advantages within the network, promote
the sharing and agglomeration of innovative resources, and highlight the mutually beneficial effects
for technological integration and optimization? How should entities choose an appropriate way to
embed the networks? Solving these problems is a key point that the new energy vehicle industry
needs to break through, in order to address technical difficulties and achieve a breakthrough in
development. Based on the above conclusions, the following three suggestions are proposed for
management. The first two points focus on innovation entities, and the last point focuses on overall
network governance.

Firstly, due to the inverted U-shaped and non-linear relationship between network positions
and technological innovation, new energy vehicle enterprises should pay attention to maintaining
moderate network connections with other entities in the process of constructing and participating in
innovation networks. Low or excessive levels of central and brokerage positions may not be conducive
to technological innovation. Therefore, entities at lower network position levels should pay attention
to accumulating experience with making and actively maintaining network relationships. In other
words, they should strive for advantageous network positions. Meanwhile, entities at higher network
location levels should try to avoid excessive embedding, which results in high information processing
costs, inertia in thinking, and crises of confidence. Avoiding these negatives will give full play to the
advantages of network position for innovation.

Secondly, the results show that tie strength has a moderating effect on the relationships
between network position and technological innovation, indicating the importance of the tie
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strength of the overall network in the process of technological innovation. Managers should
undertake appropriate networking according to the actual circumstances of their network relationships.
Moreover, approaching any form of external innovation cannot be separated from continual
improvement in the capabilities of one’s own network governance.

Thirdly, our analysis also shows that non-profit organizations, such as universities and industry
associations, can overcome the adverse effects associated with network location, such as a crisis in
confidence. These types of entities can continue to play an active role in overall network governance,
and therefore can be useful conduits for promoting innovation, interaction, and innovation network
construction. They can also support and guide the development of an innovation network.

7. Contributions and Limitations

By studying the curve relationship between the new energy vehicle innovation network location
and the technological niche, the inconsistent conclusions caused by the linear perspective are partially
clarified, and the threshold effect is clarified. The main contributions of this paper are reflected in
two aspects.

First of all, this paper interprets the relationship between innovation network and technological
innovation from the perspective of market orientation. This perspective not only reveals the internal
reasons for the formation of innovation networks, but also fits the development characteristics of the
new energy vehicle industry.

Moreover, considering the duality and contingency of the innovation network location
comprehensively, we pay attention to the combination of dynamic evolution and the spatial structure
of the innovation network. This breaks through the limitation of only using cross-section data to
study network location in empirical research. This is beneficial for clarifying the characteristics of the
new energy vehicle innovation network, and is also useful for improving the explanatory ability with
respect to the influence of innovation network on technological innovation.

In addition, we introduce a moderating variable to determine the relationship between the
innovation network location and technological innovation in different situations. By focusing on the
interactions among different entities from the perspective of the whole network, we can give advice
and direction to help focus organizations on how to build and manage their relationship networks.
In addition, we can also provide an improvement directions for adjusting and managing the overall
network structure.

The main limitations of this study are as follows. Our research on the role of innovation networks
in this paper mainly focuses on structural variables. However, the manner in which an entity’s
attributes (profitability attributes, equity attributes, etc.) can be incorporated into this analysis is unclear.
Hence, we will consider the impact of the changeable position of different entities on technological
innovation. In addition, this paper has not yet paid attention to the influence of innovation networks on
the cultivation of new energy vehicle market and market innovation. How to promote the technological
niche to the market niche, what the effect of market orientation is, and what role the different entities in
the innovation network will play in the kind of change, are all questions that require further follow-up
and improvement.
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